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Abstract
Gamification in higher education has been shown to provide a diverse range of learning opportunities for higher education practitioners as well as students. Building on our research exploring the benefits of using a card-based, role-playing team game called “Braincept™” to aid pharmacology learning for medical students, we now test the reproducibility of our novel finding that this game leads to appreciable and sustained learning gains in medical students from two different higher education institutes. Here we present student feedback, thematic analysis and quantitative pre-and post-test data collected from students who played Braincept™. Our data shows that this style of gamified learning has a reproducible positive effect on student pharmacological knowledge as well as measurable learning gains post-game play in both cohorts of students leading us to conclude that gamification of pharmacology learning may be a pedagogically valuable transnational educational intervention.
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1. Introduction

So-called, “serious games” have been established in the last decade as having positive effects on both learner engagement and learning gain (Aynsley et al., 2017 and 2018). Despite these established positive impacts, the precise combination of game-based variables that lead to success are still relatively unknown within the higher education context although increasingly, employability related skills are being recognised as a critical benefit of serious game play (Dascalu et al., 2016; Moffat et al., 2015). Braincept™ is an educational card-based, team role-playing game that we created to aid improvement in developing pharmacology knowledge (Aynsley et al., 2017). In refining our approach through interactive gamification of learning, we use our game to expand students’ current knowledge of and confidence with, pharmacological principles in an educational theory-informed way (Nevin et al, 2014; Iosup and Epema, 2014). Braincept™ allows up to 5 students to tackle a series of pharmacology-based patient scenarios as a self-directed team without needing a specialist tutor to be present, with the ultimate goal of encouraging learners to link drug names with their primary mechanism(s) of action and common side effect(s) as well as increase their confidence in handling this knowledge (Aynsley et al., 2017). Our aim in the present study was two-fold:

- To provide longitudinal data to test the reproducibility of our previous finding of measurable learning gain through play in an entirely different cohort of medical students within our own UK-based institute.
- To repeat this experimental design with a small cohort (8) of international medical students attending the American International Medical University and determine if measurable learning gains are reproducible in a transnational context.

The potential findings from our work addressing these aims will inform how we build upon the pedagogic and social development skills that our gamified approach to pharmacology learning, as well as proffer pilot data exploring the transferability of this approach transnationally to aid medical student education more widely.

Description of the play mechanic of Braincept™ has been previously described (Aynsley et al, 2017). Pre- and Post-gameplay, all students were asked to complete our anonymous evaluation questionnaire. This question instrument comprised a 5-point Likert scale with space for free-text comments to collect perceptual data before and after playing the game. Free-text comments were also sought to support the validity of the Likert data and to allow participants to qualify their opinions (Likert, 1932). Learning gain was assessed immediately pre- and post-game and tested again 3 days post-game, using short pharmacology quizzes consisting three different questions within a conserved format: Q1 – For a given drug what is the mechanism of action?; Q2 – For a given mechanism of action, name a drug?; Q3 – What are the main side effects of a given drug?
2. Results

Figure 1. Learning Gain Data

A For a given drug what is the mechanism

- For the given mechanism name a drug

C Main side effects of given drug

Figure 1:
In each panel, the Y axis of these data shows the percentage (% correct) answers to the pharmacology tests either pre-game play, immediately post game play or 3 days post gameplay, as indicated by the X Axis. Colours denote cohorts of students, with blue representing the data from the 2015/16 cohort of Keele medical students, Orange representing the data from the 2017/18 cohort of Keele medical students and grey representing the data from the American International Medical University students. It should be noted that all students were at a comparable level (second year) of their studies. Each panel represents the data for one of three questions: A - For a given drug, what is the mechanism of action; B - For a given mechanism of action, name a drug and finally, C - what are the main side effects of a given drug.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Keele</th>
<th>AIMU</th>
<th>Example comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ve</td>
<td>- ve</td>
<td>+ve</td>
<td>- ve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: Game Mechanics &amp; Physical nature</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K: Good visual way of learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K: Negative – Feel like the mechanism of action cards aren’t as detailed as the answers required in exams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: Games played virtually it may be just us playing with other online people may not be so interactive. Playing physically we are interacting with others. We are getting to know other’s thoughts and our mistakes. We have a scenario in front of us and a patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: Mimics traditional doctor-patient consultation. Face to face. Traditional game promotes group interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Gamification of learning</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K: Very fun, approach made me really think about what drug to give</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: Concepts and knowledge stick easily to the brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: I felt the game is very educative in the sense that it brings our mind back to what we have learned in Pharmacology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: Mistakes in front of friends, get corrected and less inhibitions than making the same mistake in front of teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Perceptions</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K: Was scared to play because I know nothing! It was an excellent way of pulling out bits of knowledge in a non-intimidating way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K: Helps to make a potentially boring subject more engaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: Fun way of learning. Less stress. Remember things better</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D: 9 0 4 0
Game use in learning

K: Would be good if matched with drugs from the PBL cases → play each week building in new drugs.

A: This helps to revise what we had learned in class. May be better than integration seminars because here everyone is active, talking between themselves and playing. You may need to have attended lectures and know about what you are going to play.

A: Use it to revise what I have learned. Lectures may be long and may be difficult to fully concentrate

E: 1 0 2 0
Clinical Context / Role-play

K: Really enjoyed this game! Felt like applying the pharmacology in a clinical setting in response to an actual patient/disease

A: Does it in a clinical setting as we are not going to the hospital. Feels like you are in front of patient and if you have a drug to prescribe you have to know what the drug does.

A: I felt the game is very educative in the sense that it brings our mind back to what we have learned in Pharmacology. It puts us in the position of a future health professional. We are in a practical setting where we have to face the patient.

3. Discussion

Figure 1 presents the learning gain data from 2017/18 cohorts of both Keele (Orange) and AIMU students (Grey) when compared to our previous data from 2015/16 (Blue). Interestingly, we observed learning gain in each of three styles of exploratory question we asked to test pharmacology knowledge (for a given drug, what is the mechanism of action; for a given mechanism of action, name a drug; what are the main side effects of a given drug) when comparing pre- and immediately post-game play, with upward deflections observed in each case. This indicates to us that learning benefits from playing Braincept™ are reproducible in successive cohorts of Keele medical students, convincingly removing inter-cohort variability as a possible major confounding factor in determining the validity of
improving knowledge using a gamified approach. Data from the AIMU students also showed comparable learning gains when comparing pre- and immediately post-game play. Whilst learning gain measured immediately post-game play is a useful metric of both improvement in short term learning gain as well as engagement with our gamified approach to learning, we were also interested in testing longer term retention of knowledge to explore this context. The third cluster of bars in each of the panels (A, B and C) of Figure 1 reveal that retention of testable pharmacology knowledge three days later (with no access to the game during that time) remained higher than pre-game play percentages across all three question types and was observed in both cohorts (Keele and AIMU) of students. There remains two plausible explanations of the observed learning gains in Figure 1, namely that a single play session with Braincept™ is sufficient to allow synthesis/consolidation of pharmacology learning and improve longer-term retention sustained over 3 days, as evidenced in their testable scores. The alternative explanation is that students are using the game to self-evaluate learning gaps and then engaging in private study to increase their knowledge, reflected in an increased test score after 3 days. From a pedagogic standpoint, we suspect the latter is true and our free-text data would seem to support this assertion. We would therefore hypothesis that our gamified approach constitutes a transformative pedagogy, which we define as “learner understanding enhanced by the social, collaborative aspects” of playing the game, which offers Braincept™ players the opportunity to enhance discussion-based information handling and self-evaluation skills via shared understanding (Dolan et al, 2013). The American International Medical University (AIMU) is an offshore Caribbean medical school (OCMS) located in Saint Lucia admitting students predominantly from India, Nigeria, and other countries to the undergraduate medical (MD) program. The institution follows a traditional discipline-based curriculum though recently modifications to teaching-learning at the institution have been carried out (Shankar & Dakubo, 2018). Pharmacology is taught during the fourth semester of the MD program along with systemic pathology and physical diagnosis. At most OCMS a semester of study is of 15 weeks duration. Students complete 5 semesters of the basic sciences in Saint Lucia. Problem-based learning is not a part of the curriculum though clinical cases are used. Like other OCMS the school does not have its own clinical hospital and students do their clinical rotations at hospitals in the United States and the Caribbean (Shankar et al., 2017). There are challenges in providing clinical exposure to the students. Lectures are the predominant teaching-learning method used accounting for over 90% of curricular time though other methods have also been introduced. Despite various challenges small group sessions are conducted regularly in pharmacology with the emphasis being on teaching medical students to use essential medicines rationally (Shankar, 2018). Students are introduced to personal drug selection, patient counselling, pharmaceutical promotion and social issues in use of medicines among other topics. Some OCMS are switching to an integrated curriculum while many others still follow a traditional curriculum. Due to low faculty numbers and
other reasons, lectures continue to be the dominant method of teaching-learning. Xavier University School of Medicine in Aruba shifted to an integrated organ-system based curriculum in 2014 (Shankar, 2014). Some other OCMS are also having an integrated basic sciences curriculum. The other schools in Saint Lucia follow a traditional discipline-based curriculum. Our finding resulted in the emergence of five themes across the free-text data along with a couple of suggestions on ways to improve the game. These five themes were:  

A: Game Mechanics and the physical nature of the game: Our previous research explored perceptions of the digital vs. live-play formats applied to serious gaming and whilst we acknowledge that each mode of delivery has its own pros and cons, the feedback from our players indicated overwhelmingly positively that they values the interactive and discursive nature of the game as a way to promote interaction in small groups.  

B: Gamification of Learning and C: Perceptions: Our recent work has alluded to how critical the element of “fun” is in so-called “serious” games (Aynsley et al, 2018) and we were pleased to also find this to be the case for the Braincept™ game, with all players positively identifying this was conducive to both easier retention of knowledge (further supported by our data in Figure 1) as well as reducing inhibitions or risk aversion by proxy of the game play mechanic, which we interpret as an inherent flexibility in using a game-based approach to support student learning preferences (Walsh, 2014).  

D: Game use in learning: Again, this theme had elements of seeing the game as a useful revision tool as well as a mechanism to enhance small group engagement, in a universally positive response from both student cohorts sharing ideas of engagement and active learning as aspects to Braincept™ that they valued. What was also apparent from the feedback was that the game offered a different pedagogic style of learning, that was perceived as being a positive different from more traditional lecture or seminar-based learning modes.  

E: Clinical Context / Simulation: One minor theme to emerge from the student feedback comments was that of the authenticity and role-play aspects of the game, which were perceived to be of value, with students sharing that they liked both the urgency of the game play mechanic (ie, to treat a “patient”) as well as the opportunity to role-play within a pseudo-clinical thematic game environment. This could also be of benefit as an unintended finding of playing the game, where there may be a small dimension of aiding in formation of learner professional (and in this case, clinical) identity made possible by the thematic nature of the game and our future work will look to explore this more rigorously. In conclusion, we interpret our finding from this work as convincing evidence that our gamified approach to pharmacology learning is a transferable pedagogic model of intervention that reproducibly works in a transnational context despite having different curricula.
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